
SOURCE OF: "EL INFORME NACIONAL VOLUNTARIO" (VOLUNTARY NATIONAL REPORT), JUST IN SPANISH:  
https://www.gob.mx/agenda2030/documentos/informe-nacional-voluntario-2021-agenda-2030-en-mexico

THE INDOCTRINATION OF THE CHILDREN
School Indoctrination: How Mexico and its boss, the UN, have planned to 

shape the brains of children according to the Agenda 2030 goals (SDG) with a textbook.

BACKGROUND about education:
The indoctrinarion plan for the children in Mexico was found in an official document called "Informe Nacional Voluntario 2021, 
Agenda 2030 en México" (only in Spanish), in English is called Voluntary National Report 2021, Agenda 2030 in Mexico.
These kind of reports evaluate the accomplished progress in the implementation of the UN Agenda 2030 in all the member 
countries. The reports are presented to the "Foro Político de Alto Nivel de las Naciones Unidas sobre el Desarrollo Sostenible" or 
High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development (HLPF) which reviews the commitments and the progress of the 17 SDGs.

In the page 30 of this report is mentioned that "…together with the Ministry of Public Education (Govt.), "Educación para 
Compartir"   (NGO), "Movimiento STEAM"   (NGO), CEMEX (Mexican Cements)   and with the UNESCO office in Mexico, it was 
created a "cuadernillo" (textbook) about the Agenda 2030 targeting the kids of 6th Grade of Primary School (10-12 years old). 
Besides that, it was carried out a remote training for the school teachers of all the country, with the aim to guide them on how to 
educate the children in accordance with the Agenda 2030…" and teaching the kids each one of the 17 SDGs including with 
practical activities. As we can see they always work together, as in the rest of the world, with "unknown" NGOs, that are the ones 
used as an executor of the UN in each country. THOSE INSTITUTIONS DEVELOPED THE CUADERNILLO / TEXTBOOK FOR THE 
CHILDREN INDOCTRINATION AS WE´LL SEE.
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STEM is a global trend (?) that promotes 
the teaching of Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) as a 
foundation for the sustainable 
development and the social welfare. 
Besides that it prmotes in their plans 
robotics courses and computer 
programming, "…so the children can be 
agents of change for the XXI century".
They decided those subjets to teach. 
STEM is a civil association focused in 
Latin America that aims to implement 
the STEM Education in all these countries.
It's an NGO or like a Founation as they 
ask donations despite they work for the 
government and for the UN? 
STEM website:
https://www.movimientostem.org
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CEMEX, Mexican 
Cements is a 
multinational 
company created in 
1906. It has 
presence in more 
than 30 countries 
around the world. It 
has caused many 
diseases to the 
population with the 
asbestos. CEMEX is 
one of the Top 10 
companies that 
emited more tons of 
CO2 in 2021.  
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CEMEX WEBSITE: 
https://www.cemex.com

Educación para compartir website:
https://educacionparacompartir.org

Educación para Compartir (EpC) or Education for Sharing is an 
international non-profit organization for making better global 
citizens through innovative education based on the power of the 
games.

They said that the "children, teens and adults know the Agenda 
2030 (I doubt about they all know, not the majority) and perform 
actions that contribute to reach the SDGs".

I think this is the "strongest / most dangerous NGO" because
1) of its main partners/donors and 2) because they promote the 
CIUDADANÍA DIGITAL or DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP in order to change 
the pedagogical way. They said: "In the Digital Citizenship, the kids 
live educational experiences through technology… recreational 
activities (in person & virtually), that makes the kids aware of their 
human rights in the web, the e-rights (like UNICEF call them)."
The NGO is present in Mexico, USA, Argentina, Guatemala & NZ.

Partners/Donors
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SOURCE OF THE "CUADERNILLO (textbook) DE ACTIVIDADES PARA 6o DE EDUCACIÓN PRIMARIA, AGENDA 2030" (only in Spanish). "Textbook
of activities for 6th grade of primary education. Agenda 2030.  https://conaliteg.sep.gob.mx/cuadernillo_ODS.pdf

First of all, it's important to mention that the 1st edition was printed in 2020 for the scholar year of 2020-2021. It was 
printed in Mexico and the textbook & delivery was free of charge. In my opinon, it was coincidence that this and other 
Great Reset/Agenda 2030 important plans were executed in 2020 where they were easier to be implemented due to the 
pandemic distraction, so the population were more willing to comply, besides that those plans were made exactly before the 
pandemic started, mainly in 2019.

The children during the pandemic had home school via virtual classes, however, despite the "dangerous pandemic" they had 
activities outside.

The Ministry of Public Education and the 
Direction of the Agenda 2030 under the 
Leadership of Presidency Office, thanks especially 
(for the cuadernillo) to the NGO Educación para 
Compartir  for the design of… this educational 
material, as well as to the STEM Movement and 
to CEMEX for their support.

The Sustainable Development Goals

in my school

Textbook of Activities for 6th grade of primary education. 

Translation
Keep in mind that the objective is to indoctrinate the children about the Agenda 
2030 with practicasl activities. As a textbook they are talking directly to children with 
a targeted/appropiate language for them. As follows information and/or excerpts 
from the welcoming page of the textbook:

"… it's a tool to recognize yourself as a world citizen… in this experience the main 
topic will be the Agenda 2030: the Sustainanble Development Goals….that look for 
solving some challenges that the people live daily…. complete the missions and 
become a change agent".

The textbook or cuadrnillo explains each one of the 17 SDGS and each one has 
activities or a mission to complete realted to this SDG.

In the next page we'll see an example of one SDG and how they manage the language, so tricky and in a manipulative, in my opinion, to 
indoctrinate the children to obey, like in a communist way, to be totally loyal to the Agenda 2030 goals (govt.), more than to their own 
family, friends and nature, as in the activities they learn to be vigilant of the people that doesn't comply with the SDGs. INDOCTRINATION.
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Continue with the welcoming and info before the SDGs, page 4, some info and excerpts:
They mention that the Agenda 2030 is so important for the rest of their life and they said to the children:
"Have you noticed that the sky is no t as blue as before, or that you can see that there are less and less animals and insects? ¿Do 
you think that as the time pass by it's easier to get sick? That signals means that….the earth is asking us for help"  "To help the 
planet it exists the Agenda 2030….the UN has an agenda where everybody is included and we have as a goal the fulfill it in 2030".

WOW! They really know about manipulation and mind control. I just have this queston: Do you really think the kids of 6th grade 
(10-12 years old) are aware that there are less animals and insects, and that the sky is less blue? 

The sky has not change its color, yes we have chemtrails, and normal clouds (part of the normal weather & seasons), it's still blue. 
Few people are aware of chemtrails. If kids really see the chemtrails lines, I'm sure they think are clouds or don't care, unless someone explain it to them. 
About insects, hard to pay attention on that even for adults, 99% don't care, or so busy to think about this, specially in the cities. The kids normally are 
more worried, busy about friends, watching TV, mobile phones, computer games, interested in material things, in purchasing or suffering family problems. 

NOW LET'S SEE THE 2 PAGES OF THE SGD #1 (ODS1) OF THE TEXTBOOK (cuadernillo) AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE 17 SDGs:

SOURCE OF THE "CUADERNILLO (textbook):  https://conaliteg.sep.gob.mx/cuadernillo_ODS.pdf

First of all they teach the kid and their family/teachers the SDG #1, as they pretend to involve the kids family. They begin 
saying: "The first objective of the family/persons is to CONTRIBUTE TO END POVERTY". They talk about "poverty in terms 
of lack of basic rights or services".
Then, they show them "3 actions to change the world".
1) To participate in a shelter /refuge with your time. 2) "DONATE AND SHARE ALL YOU CAN, form things (belongings) to 
talents and habilities to help others… now talk to your family and friends about it…."

PAGE 1 OF SDG #1
Page 7 of the textbook

REALLY? ARE THEY TRAINING THE KIDS TO "DONATE AND SHARE ALL YOU CAN"? FOR ME SOUNDS LIKE COMMUNISM. A 
kid of 11 y.o. doesn't have the judgment, the ability to analyze & decide if this "order" is logic, good, bad or wrong. 
What would happen if the child take vaulable things form his home with the "intention to fight poverty" when his parents 
are not at home, and he gives those things to others for free? Maybe the parents have worked so hard for long time to buy 
home appliances and some valuables, and suddenly their son "empties" the house? 
Just cause if the teacher didn't explain this well, or cause the kids read the SDG #1 page and misinterpret it (those "orders" 
are to make the kid feel good (emotions & mind manipulation), specially if he has problems and/or low self-steem, he'd do 
that to be accepted by the society as a hero). OTHER PROBLEM: Thieves can take advantage of that and cheat the kid 
telling him they're so poor and need some things. 
THAT'S INDOCTRINATION, LOOTING AND AN IRRESPONSIBLE EDUCATION. BUT WE´RE IN MEXICO….
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THE 2 PAGES OF THE SGD #1 (ODS1) OF THE TEXTBOOK (cuadernillo)

SOURCE OF THE "CUADERNILLO (textbook):  https://conaliteg.sep.gob.mx/cuadernillo_ODS.pdf

PAGE 1 OF SDG #1
Page 7 of the textbook

This is the part 
of the page 1 

analyzed 
previously.

NEXT TASK:
Mission 1: COMMITMENT LETTER
It says: "Your mission is to write a commitment letter to invite 
your community to know and exercise their rights … to reduce.. 
poverty."
Now the UN & Mexican Government with this textbook wants 
to involve all the people of all communities of the country, an 
indirect action with the aim to let all people know the Agenda 
2030 and to start indoctrinating them in a "Communist / 
Totalitarian way. IN MY OPINION. P2P surveillance (Person to 
Person).

LAST PART OF THE PAGE 1 (SDG #1):
INSTRUCTIONS
1.To visit his community together with an adult, 
and read the local news to find a place close to his 
community in poverty conditions, but before read 
your 4th grade book about the human rights. 
2.Choose a problem they have caused by the poverty and discuss with 
your familiy about this problem.
3.Copy the format (page 2) to set goals to help solving this problem.

4.Then make interviews to the population in your  
community about the lack of some rights (i.e. as water,  
housing and education) and take photos that report the 
situation, if not draw them.
5.Once you have ready the letter, deliver it to your teacher, 
so she can organize an assembly to discuss and to develop   
proposals about the topic in question.

IN MY OPINION, the most 
serious part is the invasion 
of the privacy of other 
persons and their homes. 
Nobody has the right to 
invade your privacy unless 
you give you permission.

And more serious is the fact 
of taking photos as it can be 
taken as "spying", cause in 
the next page you'll see 
where those photos and 
info will finish.

The thieves too can use this 
info to steal, serious issue 
specially in Mexico.
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THE 2 PAGES OF THE SGD #1 (ODS1) OF THE TEXTBOOK (cuadernillo)

COMMITEMENT LETTER WITH MY COMMUNITY
Why the schools through the Mex. Govt. and the UN FORCE
the children to commit with its community?

This letter is in attention to the school director, it must 
mention the name of the kid's community and the name of the school. 

The cuadernillo (via the school, the UN and the Mex. Govt.) are FORCING THE 
FAMILY to be part of this action without their consent indirectly as the children 
signature is not valid legally cause they're underage (-18 y.o.). 
They´re including the family saying "I want to express my concern and my family's 
one about the next poverty situation that we detected…. which we consider affects 
the right to…. Some evidences that proves that situation are…".

In the same letter they have to paste the photos or drawings (4).

Then, they make the family and the child to make a commitment of some actions: 
"Therefore, my family and myself have committed to:"
Later it comes the worst:
"I'd like to extend you (to the school director) the invitation to collaborate, 
requesting your support by building a citizen chain. ¿How can you participate? So 
easy."

Now it comes the manipulation/an order to the child to "force" the school director 
make a committment too:
"Write a letter like this one to other adults with the aim to spread the word, until it 
arrives to the corresponding authorities, so they help reducing the poverty 
situations in the community."
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